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capabilities



Detailed Event Design
Great design is in the details! We utilize our unique
inventory to create fully themed designs that
transform any space into an immersive environment
for your guests. Boutique furniture, unique themed
props, interactive installations, ceiling treatments,
accent lighting and plants.
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Brand Driven Design
Design is essential to turn strategy into tangible
experiences. We can create fully immersive experiences for
your attendees that allows them to identify with your brand
and message. Featured left: Custom designed ”Prison Ship”
includes custom fabricated walls, augmented and virtual
reality stations, interactive photobooth experience with
email-capture marketing capabilities, time-period actors,
themed bar and props, charging stations, and
accent lighting.

Bronze Award winner of the 2019 
American Advertising Awards for 
Out-of-Home-Installation.
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Ceiling Treatments
Ceiling Treatments are our “suite” spot, as  
SuiteTreatments got its start creating magical  
spaces for music festivals and artist dressing 
rooms. Any room can be transformed into a  
special place with our fabric and lighting  
designs that match every color scheme  
and ambience.
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Ceiling Treatments
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Fabrication
Our in-house design and fabrication shop’s
team of craftspeople are able to design and
build custom furniture, art installations,
moveable walls, room dividers, themed
props, and so much more!
Featured fabrications: branded shadow
box, lemon wall, hedge bar, donut wall,
rose wall and custom staircase.
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Interactive
Installations

We specialize in playful elements such as infinity 
hallways and rainbow ribbon walls. These  
elements provide fun photo opportunities and are 
a blast for all; or get the whole team involved and 
dive deep in our ball pit. Whatever your needs, 
we can assist from conception to installation and 
everything in between.
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Custom Fabricated Walls
Featured walls: Barbary Tent Walls (OSL),
custom designed plaid walls, Superbowl
50 Fox Sports’, 50 Years of Football
History, Stranger Things living room set
for Netflix, Grandoozy VIP Experience.
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Infuse vibrant vertical greenery into any event with 
our custom living walls. The perfect backdrop for 
your branded photo opportunity and stage set up 
or let us create a custom room divider or unique 
hallway entrance.
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Custom Living Walls
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Plants Plants Plants
Add a touch of nature with a fresh idea. Suite
Treatments offers an assortment of fauna for rent.
Featuring Succulent Centerpieces, 6ft Kentia Palms,
and special order season plants like lemon trees.
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Unique and Custom Charging Stations
Our unique charging stations are
sought after for meetings, events,
and conferences. Clients love
their design and functionality, as
a “plugged-in” crowd needs to
recharge their devices. We can
help you customize and create
a charger for any event.
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Digital Renderings
Seeing is believing! 3D Renderings are the best way to 
communicate ideas visually during the design approval process 
by providing imagery of what the space will look like, in detail, 
well before installation on-site. Specializing in basic floor plan 
outlines, visualization of event spaces, sponsorship proposals, 
and fabrication projects.
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Programmable 
Metal Art 

Use fabrication and tech to manifest your brand’s story
in a physical space. Specializing in metals, plastics,
wood, electronics, programming, and engineering.
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Video and Lighting
Standing video display units, heavy duty outdoor IP  
ratedwaterproof lighting, 3.0 mm high resolution LED 
walls with live camera feed option.
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Artist’s Dressing Rooms
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Private Cabana

Roll
Like A
Rockstar
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Visible by Verizon
Internally illuminated custom acrylic cubes with 
vinyl branding, custom branded charging stations, 
photo opportunity, custom branded flooring, 
custom socked trussing with up-lighting.
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1100 57th Avenue, 
Oakland CA 94621
suitetreatments.com
510.368.4909
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Thank You


